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It was an outcome that shocked the world. On the evening of November 8th, 2016, Donald Trump was elected as the forty-fifth President of the United States. His election was met with widespread protests across the nation as many took to the streets and Twitter with the phrase #NotMyPresident. By mid-afternoon on January 9th, #NotMyPresident was tweeted
more than 490,000 times (Frumin 2016). In the weeks and months that followed, emotions ranged “from panic to disbelief, to fear, to anger, to hope that Americans will not give up and continue to fight for change” (Frumin 2016). Conservative journalists frame the #NotMyPresident protests as an indication that liberals were sore losers, whiners, and not respectful of the democratic process (Gainor 2016; Gainor 2017; Reimer 2017). One such journalist, Reimer (2017), describes the protests as “extraordinarily disrespectful to the leader of our nation” and as setting a “dangerous political precedent.” Donald Trump’s election was certainly not the beginning of partisan acrimony in the US; yet, his election further polarized the nation and is arguably one of the most contested presidencies to date.

Some of the protests that mark Trump’s presidency focus on a host of investigations, lawsuits, and allegations against Trump, including, but not limited to, accusations of sexual misconduct (Abrams 2019). Notably, at least twenty-six women accuse President Trump of sexual misconduct dating back to the 1970s when Trump is alleged to have groped Jessica Leeds on a flight (Keneally 2019; Relman 2020). More recently, several women accuse Trump of sexual harassment and assault throughout the 1990s and 2000s. Cassandra Seales accuses Trump of sexually assaulting her during the 2013 Miss Universe competition (Keneally 2019). Trump’s reaction to his numerous accusers is asserting that all of the women are lying and that they are not attractive enough for him to assault (Keneally 2019; Relman 2020). Of the twenty-six women who have come forward, only two have taken legal action against President Trump (Keneally 2019). E. Jean Carroll, one of Trump’s accusers, claims that her move to sue is the reason she was fired from her columnist position at Elle, which she held for 26 years (Grady 2020).

In addition to sexual assault allegations, Trump is also known to have made lewd and sexist comments about women. For example, in a 2005 recorded conversation with Billy Bush, Trump brags, “when you’re a star, they let you do it. You can do anything to women,” including “just start kissing them...I don’t even wait” and “grab em’ by the p***y” (Fahrenthold 2016). Also, in this recording, Trump recounts how he aggressively pursued a married woman with little to no regard for her consent (Fahrenthold 2016).

Despite Trump’s deeply troubling and offensive comments about and actions toward women, he still has a fervent support base that includes conservative college students. Following the 2016 election, these students showed their support in numerous ways, including chalking pro-Trump messages on their respective campuses, disrupting anti-Trump protests, and some even showed support by verbally and physically attacking minority students (Dickerson and Saul 2016; Rogers 2016). Other university students who endorse Trump did so more quietly and behind the scenes. In fact, in 2016, Trump “surpassed expectations, earning 37 percent of the millennial vote” (Spencer 2019).

Given that college students can be a major deciding factor in presidential elections (Spencer 2019), sociologists need to understand why some university students continue to support President Trump, particularly in the face of his numerous sexual misconduct allegations. Additionally, for a host of reasons, including how experiences in academic settings can challenge or reinforce such beliefs, it is important to know how these students navigate their conservative political identities on their university campus. The current study utilizes interviews with college-aged Trump supporters to investigate these
timely issues and identifies three interrelated stages of support (initial, ongoing, and consequences). I rely on previous scholarship on conservative identity, neutralization theory, and alienation to explain how Trump-supporting university students account for their initial and continued approval of the president and the reported consequences of endorsing Trump at a Southern university, as well as how these perceived costs only strengthen their belief in Trump.

**Literature Review**

This research draws from three main bodies of literature, including conservative identity, neutralization tactics, and alienation. A conservative identity describes what leads interviewees to initially supporting Trump. Secondly, the neutralization theory explains how interviewees rationalize the ongoing approval of Trump. Lastly, participants report experiencing alienation from others on their campus as a direct consequence of endorsing Trump, which, for some, confirms their approval of him.

**Conservative Identity**

Much of the research on conservative identities was conducted by scholars in the field of political science (Gross, Medvetz, and Russell 2011; Kidder 2016). Indeed, there is a noticeable lack of sociological research examining conservatism and conservative political identity resulting in a relatively vague sociological definition of what constitutes American conservatism (Gross et al. 2011; Kidder 2016; Merriman 2019). The sociological research that does exist suggests that conservatives tend to resist progress, embrace traditional values, and support a free market (Gross et al. 2011; Merriman 2019). In addition, a conservative identity is shown to include Christianity, a pro-life stance, and an economic/business mindset (Kidder 2016; Adams 2019; Berlinerblau 2019; E. Johnson 2019; Merriman 2019).

Scholars also find connections between religion, especially white evangelical Christianity, and political conservativism, a pattern that appears to have become especially pronounced in recent years, particularly in terms of Trump (Binder and Wood 2013a; Adams 2019; Berlinerblau 2019). In fact, white evangelical Protestants report having the highest endorsement of Trump—7 in 10 white evangelicals say they approve of how Trump is handling the presidency (Schwadel and Smith 2019). More specifically, Trump is seen by many of his evangelical supporters as a protector of evangelical Christianity and as God’s candidate (Adams 2019; Berlinerblau 2019). Adams (2019:254) argues that,

> by presenting Trump as God’s man, conservative Christians no longer need to justify his questionable past and vile behavior. God is in control, and thus pious consciences are apparently cleansed, and support for Trump is legitimate.

The Christian aspect of the conservative identity allows some supporters to disregard Trump’s past for the sake of having what they perceive as a Godly candidate (Adams 2019).

Additional factors, such as race (whites), gender, a pro-business stance, and an anti-choice, or what others may call a pro-life position, prove to be key components in conservatives’ support of Trump (Kidder 2016; Blackett 2017; Edgell 2017; Junn 2017; Tien 2017; Hills 2018; Pruitt 2018). However, most of this previous work relies on surveys or content analysis and also tends to ignore the experiences of university students in their work. Previous litera-
ture also tends to overlook conservatism amongst college-aged people. This study addresses these gaps, in part, by relying on interviews with college students who identify as conservatives that support Trump. By doing so, I also can identify some of the processes involved in why people persistently claim to approve of Trump.

Neutralization Tactics

Neutralization theory was originally coined by Sykes and Matza (1957) to describe how criminals reject perceiving themselves as delinquent and relieve any guilt associated with an action deemed delinquent. Furthermore, Sykes and Matza (1957) establish five different neutralization tactics, such as individuals denying responsibility by claiming their actions are caused by forces outside of their control or denying having caused harm to neutralize their behavior (Boyle and Walker 2016). Also, turning the victim into someone deserving of the crime allows individuals to justify their actions (Boyle and Walker 2016). Another strategy is to direct attention away from their misdeeds by shifting the focus to perceived wrongdoings of others, especially those against them (Kaptein and van Helvoort 2019). Lastly, claiming that their behavior serves the greater good or protects their in-group is a way to appeal to higher loyalties (Kaptein and van Helvoort 2019).

More recently, sociologists apply neutralization theory to numerous other arenas, including the behaviors and attitudes of university students. For example, Boyle and Walker (2016) examine how college students use neutralizing strategies to downplay and excuse sexual violence (Boyle and McKinzie 2015; Boyle and Walker 2016). Other studies on neutralization explore a variety of topics, including the minimization of sexting on campus, students’ neutralization of state crime, and even green consumers rationalizing the use of environmentally harmful products (Klein and Lavery 2010; Atkinson and Kim 2014; Renfrow and Rollo 2014). More broadly, researchers find that when reporting on Trump’s sexual misconduct allegations, media sources engage in neutralizing techniques by minimizing his accusers’ stories (Schneider and Hannem 2019). Silva (2019) also finds that Trump’s racism is neutralized in multiple ways through public posts on social media. Scholars explain women’s support of Trump through the endorsement of hegemonic masculinity, religion, sexism, and racial resentment (Jaffe 2018; Setzler and Yanus 2018; Vescio and Schermhorn 2020). Jaffe (2018) categorizes women who voted for Trump into types: the wealthy, the white supremacist, the evangelical, the security voter, and the worker. Lastly, previous literature has identified tactics of denying, justifying, and legitimizing racism, such as the strategy to present a positive in-group presentation or to reformulate a controversial event (van Dijk 1992; van Leeuwen and Wodak 1999). One study finds that “bitchifying” Hillary Clinton was a common tactic amongst Trump supporters (Erichsen et al. 2020). Overall, scholars find that neutralization tactics justify the continuation of knowingly harmful behaviors (van Dijk 1992; van Leeuwen and Wodak 1999; Klein and Lavery 2010; Atkinson and Kim 2014; Renfrow and Rollo 2014; Boyle and McKinzie 2015; Boyle and Walker 2016; Schneider and Hannem 2019; Silva 2019; Erichsen et al. 2020).

I argue that neutralization theory can explain how conservative students can acknowledge the harm Trump has perpetrated while simultaneously still endorsing and defending him. Thus, even though Trump is associated with behaviors that many
Christians are usually critical of, such as offensive and lewd language and sexual misconduct, their support remains unwavering.

**Perceived Sense of Alienation**

Originally coined by Karl Marx (2013), alienation describes the state of industrial proletariat workers under capitalism. More recently, sociologists apply the term more widely to include non-workers who feel isolated, marginalized, and different from society (Seeman 1959; Binder and Wood 2013b; Pruitt 2018). For instance, some researchers examine alienation among college students, particularly those who are not part of hegemonic groups, such as racial, ethnic, and religious minorities (Shammas 2015; Gummadam, Pittman, and Ioffe 2016; Tachine, Cabrera, and Yellow Bird 2017). Others use alienation to help explain Trump’s election. However, they largely focus on how reported feelings of alienation (racial and religious) led some voters to support Trump in the 2016 presidential election (Hills 2018; Pruitt 2018). Specifically, some voters feel as though Trump is finally letting them into politics where previously they have felt left out of the political realm (Hills 2018; Pruitt 2018).

The few scholars that address experiences of conservative students find that they face a hostile political climate, alienation, and marginalization both in and out of the classroom (Munson 2010; Binder and Wood 2013b; Kidder 2016). Moreover, conservatives often see themselves as political minorities on their college campuses (Munson 2010; Binder and Wood 2013b; Kidder 2016). Similarly, studies find that white men also perceive themselves as racially oppressed or alienated by denying white privilege and adhering to color-blind ideologies (Cabrera 2014; Kolber 2017).

The current study fills gaps in the existing literature by honing in on experiences of college Trump supporters to understand what role their conservative identities play in their political decisions, how they implore neutralization tactics to excuse Trump’s sexual misconduct and sexist rhetoric, and by investigating how they perceive a sense of alienation being a direct result of their support for Trump. Rather than relying on content analysis, this study utilizes interviews to gain important insights into college-aged conservatism, which other methodologies have not captured. This paper also explores how alienation sustains and furthers their conservative identities. Further, this paper is unique in its consideration of how conservatism and alienation act as motives in supporting and neutralizing Donald Trump. Overall, this study adds to the field of sociology by providing important insight into the current political tensions on college campuses and by explaining the process by which conservative identities persist and strengthen even in the face of controversy.

**Methodology**

This qualitative study relies on ten in-depth, semi-structured interviews with college students who support Donald Trump. The focus for this paper is a university that has the reputation for being relatively progressive. Interviews took place over the phone and in person at semi-public areas around the campus, such as the library. Interviews were conducted between March and September 2019 with a total of ten hours and fifty-two minutes of interview hours. Interview length ranges from forty-one minutes to one hour and fifty minutes with the average interview length being an hour and five minutes. Participants were found through reaching out to the college Republicans group on
campus, as well as posting a recruitment statement on the campus newsletter. Snowball sampling was then utilized to find additional interviewees for the study.

The interview schedule (see: Appendices) consists of five sections to explore why participants report continuing to support the president in light of recent scandals and the perceived consequences of this support on campus. Participants are first asked background questions about what role politics played in their upbringing and family if any at all. The second section focuses on their personal views regarding Trump. These include questions about recent scandals surrounding the president, as well as his performance thus far. The third section explores their relationships and interactions on campus with peers and faculty. In the fourth section, questions focus on the interviewees’ hopes for the future of politics, beliefs about women’s rights, and how Trump could impact politics. Finally, participants were asked a series of basic demographic questions, such as their age, race, hometown, and class status.

The sample (see: Table 1 [Appendices]) consists of six women and four men who are between the ages of eighteen and twenty-two. All interviewees attend the university that is the focus of the study. A total of eight interviewees identify as white, and two identify as white and Hispanic. All ten participants report supporting Trump’s political agenda, with five participants belonging to the Republican party and five identifying as Independents. Finally, in terms of the economic class of the interviewees, two students identify as upper-class, five reside in the upper-middle-class, and three identify as residing in the middle-class at the time of the interview.

Interviews were conducted, digitally recorded, and transcribed by the author. I used an iterative inductive coding process. I read through each transcribed interview multiple times, identifying three major themes, coding relevant excerpts, and placing them into appropriate themes. After I did this, two classmates separately read and coded clean copies of all of the transcribed interviews. I then met individually with each of the two classmates, and we verified our respective coding, discussed discrepancies, and agreed on which excerpts fit in each thematic category. As a result of this collaborative process, a total of 127 pages of interviews were analyzed and coded into categories in a multi-stage process by three senior undergraduate sociology majors. At the end of this process, I identify conservative identity, neutralization tactics, and a perceived sense of alienation as the three major themes.

All of the interviewees explicitly label an aspect of their upbringing as conservative, which made up the conservative identity code. The conservative identity category is marked by mentions of religion, business, and traditional values. For instance, Andrea, a white freshman’s comment, “one thing that has been very fundamental in how I’ve been raised has been core beliefs surrounding faith and religion,” was coded as conservative identity. Additionally, any mentions of an influential conservative family member were also coded as conservative identity.

Neutralization tactics consist of reasonings interviewees provide for their continued support of Trump, even in the face of controversy. For instance, Bartholomew, a white freshman, states, “in general, I think he’s done more good for the country than harm.” His statement is coded under neutralization tactics because he neutralizes the harm Trump has
caused by claiming that Trump’s positive impact outweighs the bad.

A common consequence of supporting Trump amongst interviewees is the loss of relationships or perceiving the university campus as against them. The mention of this consequence is coded as a perceived sense of alienation and includes dialogue, such as Anne, a white junior’s comment, “[if] you voted for Trump, it’s like leprosy written across your forehead.”

My positionality as a white, college-aged woman with conservative family members who support Trump guided the research process from start to finish. During interviews, I was able to create a level of rapport and trust with interviewees as I could personally relate to their responses and foster a safe environment for them to share their views. Additionally, my positionality was useful during data analysis because I was able to detect nuances relating to a conservative identity as I sifted through the data. Additionally, my positionality furthered my understanding of the data because I have previously been exposed to rationalizations similar to the interviewees’, which allowed me to formulate themes.

**Historical Context**

Since the 2016 presidential election, there is a rise in political tensions among students at university campuses (Cohen 2017; J. Johnson 2019). For instance, a protest at the University of Washington in response to Milo Yiannopoulos’ talk on campus ended in a shooting (J. Johnson 2019). In another incident at Claremont McKenna College, conservative speaker, Heather Mac Donald, was blocked from speaking due to a large group of students protest-}

ing her views on the Black Lives Matter movement (Wootson 2017). Despite such resistance to conservative speakers at American universities, conservative college organizations remain vocal and continue to prevail, such as the University of Maine’s College Republicans, who have taken a harsh anti-immigration, anti-climate change, and “America first” stance (Anderson 2020). Recently, Trump addressed conservative Millennials at a Turning Point USA conference in which he rallied against looming impeachment, arousing thousands of college-aged supporters (McGraw 2019).

Interestingly, even with growing numbers, some conservative students at several universities report being marginalized and believe they face discrimination from faculty and peers for their conservative beliefs (Hartocollis 2016; Woessner and Maranto 2019). In fact, one survey finds that students on both the political left and right believe conservative students are less able to speak freely on campuses (Jones 2018). Although their candidate won, some conservative students say that they are under threat and need conservative safe spaces as they often find themselves at odds with the rest of campus (Kidder 2016; Hartocollis 2016).

Following the election, the university in this study, which has a relatively liberal reputation, experienced multiple incidents that could classify as hate crimes. These include pro-Trump chalked messages that consist of phrases like “you aren’t safe here” and “build the wall.” Additionally, there are reports of cars with Trump stickers being keyed or vandalized. Students who feared for their safety on campus reached out to administration, asking them to address the polarization on campus. In an email to the administration, one student says, “The truth is, we are scared. We are sad. We are exhausted. The
climate that is quickly escalating on campus is what we have deemed a state of emergency.”

The university president attempted to mollify the polarization by sending out a campus-wide email. This email includes a reminder of what the university defines as a hate crime and an attempt to unite the student body. Although this particular campus flashpoint has since receded, as my findings indicate, political tensions among some students continue in more subtle and intermittent ways. According to popular press articles, these patterns appear to play out on university campuses across the country (Dickerson and Saul 2016; Hartocollis 2016; Jones 2018; Anderson 2020).

Findings

I organize the results into three interrelated sections. The first focuses on how interviewees’ resonance with conservative worldviews drives their initial support. The second examines interviewees’ use of neutralization tactics to rationalize their continued support. Finally, the third theme explores the alienation interviewees perceive as a consequence of their support.

Resonance with Conservative Worldview

All ten interviewees resonate with a conservative worldview, which includes a combination of having traditional values, being Christian, having a pro-business mindset, and being pro-life (Gross et al. 2011). These dimensions of participants’ conservative identity are crucial in facilitating their initial approval of Trump as President.

The vast majority of the interviewees (9 out of 10) describe their family and their upbringing as conservative and/or emphasizing what they consider to be traditional values. Specifically, the conservative positioning of the interviewees’ family members influences their political views and contributes to their support of Trump. In contrast, Bartholomew, a white freshman, explains that his parents hold differing views and mostly kept politics out of the house and allowed him to explore and form his opinions and beliefs. Importantly, these participants perceive Trump as embodying and upholding the conservative values they initially develop in their childhood. For example, Andrea, a white freshman, states, “[President Trump] reflects the views that I think I’ve grown up with.” Hannah, a white senior, expresses a similar sentiment saying, “A lot of people like to say that he’s not conservative because of the things that he’s said, but I believe that he does support traditional, conservative values. Values like we should take care of our country first.

Their conservative or traditional upbringing led interviewees to search for similar values within political leadership. Throughout his campaign, Trump appeals to the conservative identity and claims to uphold traditional values. For instance, Trump (2018) describes himself as protecting these traditional or “American” values, which he outlines as religious liberty, the sanctity of life, and reducing the burden of the government.

Religion is often cited as an integral part of the conservative outlook, and many view Trump as God’s candidate and the protector of Christian values (Adams 2019; Berlinerblau 2019). Further, Trump (2018) describes his agenda as protecting religious liberties by bringing religious groups back into the field of politics and by implementing regulations to ensure that healthcare providers do not have to violate their
religious or moral beliefs. Notably, Trump’s agenda mainly benefits Christians, while his notorious travel ban and push to bring prayer back into schools threatens Muslims’ and others’ civil liberties, thus implying that Trump is protecting Christian hegemony (Kaplan et al. 2019; Lemire and Schor 2020).

The second dimension of the conservative perspective that proves crucial for students’ initial support of Trump is their religious beliefs. Out of the ten interviewees, eight describe themselves as religious and as growing up in a religious home. More specifically, five participants label themselves as Christian, two students identify as Catholic, and one interviewee describes himself as Mormon. Of the remaining two participants, one did not specify, and the other labels himself as non-religious. Six out of the eight religious interviewees explicitly identify their religious beliefs as a reason for their initial endorsement of Trump. For instance, Hannah, a white/Hispanic senior, explains,

I like that he’s more traditional in the sense that he supports Christianity as our predominant Western religion. I just believe in those values, and I think that he upholds them as well.

Andrea, a white freshman, also expresses the role Christianity plays in her support stating, “because in the house that I was raised in it was a very active thought to think that our politics should fall in line with what we believe in our faith.” Andrea expresses an intersection of Christianity and policies that Trump appeals to. Moreover, Trump gears himself towards the conservative party by taking on what some perceive as a Christian mindset.

Having a pro-life stance is the third dimension of conservative identity that helps to explain many of the participants’ initial support of Trump. Half of the interviewees identify this issue as being critical in their support. Specifically, they mention his attempts to defund Planned Parenthood and roll back Roe V. Wade. Moreover, students connect their religion with pro-life policy (E. Johnson 2019). Kendall expresses her stance, explaining, “he’s pro-life. I support that.” Similarly, Bartholomew states, “he’s tough on abortion. I definitely lean pro-life.” This connection is one factor the interviewees use to explain their approval of Trump.

Having an economic or business mindset is the last dimension of a conservative identity that is important among participants. Specifically, four of the ten interviewees reveal that one of the main reasons that they support Trump is because they believe he is improving the unemployment rate, boosting the economy, and helping American businesses. Anne, a white junior, explains,

It probably has to do with the fact that my dad is business, my mom is accounting. I was raised with business in my blood. I am very business, I really enjoy it. I love economics...It’s just how I am, so that’s probably played a big role into it.

Anne and other interviewees appreciate that Trump is a businessman with a focus on the economy. Similarly, in his qualitative study on the conservative identities of college Republicans, Kidder (2016) finds that conservative students value a free market and emphasize economics and business. Ultimately, the fact that Trump is a businessman contributes to some university students’ approval of him.

Overall, a resonance with a conservative perspective, which consists of a conservative upbringing, a conservative Christian identity, a pro-life stance, and
a pro-business mindset, is an essential reason why some university students state that they initially supported Trump as president. Andrea encapsulates the importance of these dimensions of her conservative identity in her approval of Trump when she explains, I think that he falls in line with the way that my family has raised me to believe, which is very business intensive, economically driven, and religiously kind of backed.

Prior scholars argue that Trump is seen by white Evangelicals as protecting and representing conservatism, which is often associated with whiteness (Blackett 2017; Edgell 2017; Junn 2017). Andrea and other students perceive Trump as upholding and protecting various dimensions of their conservative identity. As a consequence, they throw their support behind him. Given the allegations about Trump’s sexual misconduct, would their support for him waver, particularly given that such accusations seem to run counter to some of their stated conservative values?

Neutralization Tactics

Interviewees demonstrate various forms of positive self-presentation as a means to justify or deny Trump’s sexism (van Dijk 1992). Specifically, they utilize the neutralization tactics of denying injury, shifting blame, and appealing to higher loyalties to absolve Trump of guilt. Throughout the interviews, they acknowledge that Trump and their support for him may be perceived as deviant or harmful. However, all of the interviewees report continuing to embrace Trump, even in the face of multiple allegations of sexual misconduct. Although previous research finds that conservatives are less likely to find the sexual misconduct of Republican politicians as problematic, much of this work fails to explain why (van der Linden and Panagopoulos 2019). Literature on the denial, justification, and legitimization of racism reveals that people engage in several tactics to rationalize and reformulate harmful behaviors (van Dijk 1992; van Leeuwen and Wodak 1999). Similarly, my findings indicate that conservative university students engage in various forms of neutralizing techniques that minimize the significance of these allegations and allow them to justify their continued endorsement of Trump.

Similar to van Dijk’s (1992) work on the denial of racism, participants employ neutralization tactics to deny Trump’s sexism and sexual misconduct. When asked about whether Trump was guilty of sexual misconduct, all participants say no, and instead blame factors beyond his control, which serve to absolve him of responsibility and relieve their guilt for approving of him. For example, John, a white sophomore, in response to Trump’s sexist rhetoric, states, “that is his generation, and that was just tradition, so they might not view it as sexist because that’s how they were raised.” Here, John justifies Trump’s misogyny, sexist beliefs, and actions on his age, excusing his sexism as an artifact of his age group and upbringing.

Other interviewees explain away his sexism by stating that it was simply his status as a wealthy man in power, which caused Trump to say, “grab them by the p***y.” More specifically, Carlos blames male locker-room culture and the tendency for men to boast about sexual pursuits, which is only amplified by wealth. Hannah, a white senior, points to the possibility that Trump was just revealing the truth when she states, “there are women like groupies that follow rich and powerful men that throw themselves at them.” By claiming that factors outside of Trump’s control are to blame for his sexist behaviors and comments, such strategies exonerate Trump from any responsibility.
The vast majority of students (8 of 10) also emphasize innocent until proven guilty, which sustains Trump’s lack of responsibility by denying injury. For example, when asked about the accusations against Trump, Anne, a white junior, explains, “I completely understand that he has probably done some bad things, but I am not going to say he is guilty until there is hardcore proof.” Jack, a white junior, also believes in due process, stating, “there needs to be due process of law. You can’t just take someone’s word for it. There has to be evidence.” Emphasizing innocent until proven guilty when asked about Trump’s sexual misconduct allegations allows interviewees to see Trump as innocent and thus continue approving of him.

Participants also appeal to higher loyalties by downplaying the significance of Trump’s alleged sexual misconduct by pointing to his supposed victories. For instance, some interviewees, like Bartholomew, John, and Hannah, say that instead of focusing on Trump’s sexual misdeeds, people should be paying more attention to how Trump is helping the economy and creating more jobs for women. Three out of the ten students negate claims that Trump is sexist by explaining that he has benefitted women or the economy. Furthermore, they explain that Trump has appointed more women into office than Obama did. For instance, John, a white sophomore, states,

He did appoint a female CIA director, and that was a big step for CIA history…and that was very good for women’s rights…and I don’t think he’s necessarily sexist where he degrades women all the time.

Interviewees can disregard the harm of Trump’s sexist commentary by focusing on a few actions that may or may not have benefitted women. Overall, participants utilize a denial of injury strategy to minimize or dismiss the seriousness of Trump’s sexual misconduct accusations. Instead, they point to his alleged economic victories and continue to voice unwavering support for him. For example, Bartholomew points out that, “[Trump] has been really good for minorities in terms of economic development and unemployment.” This pattern of focusing on a strong economy and boasting that Trump is responsible for it is similar to how social media posts neutralize his continued racist rhetoric, as well (Silva 2019).

Similarly, the majority of interviewees (8 of 10) use a denial of victim strategy to neutralize the seriousness of Trump’s sexual allegations. The tactic students use most often is questioning the women’s motives for coming forward during the presidential campaign. For instance, Jack, a white junior, explains,

We want women to come forward with stories of how they were victimized, but at the same time, women are people, too. They’re not angels. They can lie also, and take people out of positions.

This type of rationalization calls into question the veracity of accusers’ claims and allows Trump’s supporters to rationalize their continued support of him.

The majority of participants (9 out of 10) also shift attention away from the allegations against Trump to Democratic leaders, whom they perceive have engaged in unethical behaviors. For example, Bartholomew, a white freshman, reveals,

It’s happened to previous presidents, too, like if Bill Clinton was willing to [be involved with] an intern in his office, he’s probably willing to do some other...
stuff, too, behind the scenes…JFK had girls coming in and out of the White House constantly, people love him…we’ve had presidents with sexual scandals. It’s not like we haven’t had that.

Bartholomew neutralizes Trump by pointing to other similar examples, thus attempting to downplay Trump’s misconduct. Jack, a white junior, also engages in this neutralizing tactic by shifting the attention to Hillary Clinton. He says,

Let’s face it, Clinton wasn’t without dirt on her…She said that Bill Clinton’s accusers of rape were trash…well, way to be an outstanding character for women, be a representative for women. It’s just unfortunate that people just voted for her just because she was a woman.

By condemning Clinton and framing her actions as particularly egregious, Jack and other students neutralize Trump’s alleged criminal behaviors, which, in turn, allows them to justify their continued support of him. This finding supports Erichsen and colleagues’ (2020) findings.

The majority of interviewees (9 out of 10) also blame the media for exaggerating and perpetuating the claims against Trump. For instance, Bartholomew, a white freshman, says, “It is simultaneously not like a perfectly acceptable, like, upstanding thing to say, but it’s also not the fiasco that a lot of the media has made it out to be. It’s not rape,” when asked about the recording of Trump saying, “grab them by the p***y.” By articulating a “this is fake news” perspective, interviewees can more easily dismiss accusations against Trump.

Finally, although nine participants allude to the fact that Trump is not an ideal moral leader and that they may see their approval of him as deviant, they still rationalize supporting him because they believe in his policies. By foregrounding the importance of Trump’s policies, interviewees downplay the seriousness of his troubling actions and the accusations against him. In essence, they look past and excuse his character because he upholds Republican policies that resonate with their conservative identities. Bambi, a white sophomore, explains,

It’s a little disappointing that our president is not a role model…That has made me question a little bit, but his character as a person doesn’t affect his ideas as a president and as a leader…It sucks that he’s a horrible person…but in 20 years, I think that the impact he has had on our country today will be more relevant than who he was as a person.

This form of appealing to higher loyalties rationalizes continued support for Trump by disregarding his actions and lack of moral integrity for the sake of the Republican party. Studies have come to similar conclusions as conservatives are less likely to condemn a member of their in-group compared to someone in their out-group (van der Linden and Panagopoulos 2019). Ultimately, interviewees can disregard Trump’s sexism and sexual misconduct by appealing to higher loyalties and by protecting their in-group, which would be Republicans or conservatives. Additionally, students employ neutralization tactics to resist the notion that their political beliefs are deviant despite the instinct for participants to conceal their support.

**Sense of Alienation**

Although participants did not indicate internal conflict over their support of Trump, students re-
port that they feel alienated both on a national level via the media and at a local level on their university campus due to their endorsement. As a result of their perceived alienation and the knowledge that their support is viewed by many around them as deviant, nine of the interviewees express being hesitant to share their approval of Trump and tend to hide their political beliefs. They are aware that their support of Trump is perceived as problematic, and in response, they conceal their support on campus. Similarly, at one university, 68% of conservative students report hiding their opinions compared to only 24% of liberal students (Friedersdorf 2020). When they express their stance on Trump, interviewees report being verbally attacked or cut off from relationships. Hannah, a white senior, describes her experience, stating, “I watched myself get alienated as soon as I started openly supporting the president.” She discusses losing friends both on campus and at home and how hurt she was by these developments.

Participants also reveal how the media’s perceived negative treatment of Trump fosters in them profound feelings of alienation from the larger country, a feeling that they say they had never experienced previously. Six of the interviewees say that because of the negative media attention about Trump, they have experienced frustration and disaffection. For instance, Hannah, a white senior, explains,

It’s frustrating to see that you’re so hated. To just watch the news and hear every single news outlet talk about how Trump is Hitler...you think that’s a person you support, so what am I to them? To be heard that all Trump supporters are racist...It feels hopeless in a way. Is there any chance for you to be able to be accepted in society with your political views, or do you always have to hide it?

Here, Hannah describes feeling a type of vicarious hatred; she perceives the media hate Trump, and since she supports Trump, she feels similarly vilified and persecuted. This sense of persecution leads to an increased sense of alienation and isolation where they hide their political beliefs and identity from others.

Although none of the students could identify any anti-Trump signage at their university, all participants voice feeling a sense of alienation on campus for supporting Trump. For example, Bambi, a white sophomore, reveals that “no matter whoever you talk to, no matter what classroom you’re sitting in, you’re probably outnumbered.” As a result of such perceptions, many interviewees state that they intentionally hide their political beliefs in informal settings with friends, as well as in more formal contexts, like classrooms, with faculty and students. Multiple interviewees describe situations in classes where anti-Trump views are expressed either by faculty or other students, making interviewees hesitant to express their differing stances. Additionally, participants avoid explicitly stating their support amongst peers for fear of damaging or losing those friendships.

The negative attention Trump receives and perceived alienation on campus only strengthen interviewees’ support for Trump. Half of the participants explicitly state that the marginalization they report experiencing pushes them further right politically and even more fervently in support of Trump. For example, Bambi, a white sophomore, claims that “It’s [Trump’s negative attention] made me want to stand up for him and to fight for him more and tell people I know he’s done all this bad, but this is all he’s doing that’s great.” Rather than being deterred by the criticism leveled against Trump, interviewees see this disparagement as a reason to double down on their support of the
president and as a further reason to adhere to their conservative identities.

Ultimately, students report that they experience tremendous negative social costs for approving Trump. They lose friends, feel vilified at their university and in their country, and find it necessary to hide and filter their views in both informal and formal settings on campus. Instead of causing these individuals to question their beliefs, such experiences lead to more entrenched support for Trump. When asked what Trump could do to lose their support, many explain that he would have to commit an egregious act, such as murder, abuse his wife, or take on a politically left stance. Importantly, six students struggle to envision a scenario where they would not support Trump. As Bambi, a white sophomore student, explains, “I don’t think he’s capable of taking actions that would contradict my beliefs.” Although much of the public believes that Trump has already committed egregious acts against women and many other groups, these participants explain that it would take an even more heinous act to sway their vote from Trump, indicating that it would be nearly impossible for Trump to lose their endorsement (Abrams 2019; Grady 2020; Relman 2020).

Discussion and Conclusion

This study examines how college-aged Trump supporters navigate their support of Donald Trump in a university context that they perceive to be liberal. Although previous research examines what demographics voted for Trump and the media’s neutralization of Trump, my work offers a new angle by exploring the processes, justifications, and consequences of supporting Trump, a President with low approval ratings and who is seen by many as controversial (FiveThirtyEight 2020; Milligan 2020).

Through an analysis of ten semi-structured interviews with university students who identify as Trump supporters, my paper finds that students point to their resonance with a conservative worldview as a reason they came to support Trump. The salient dimensions of their conservative perspective that facilitate their support of Trump include their childhood family influence, Christian beliefs, the economic/business mindset, and a pro-life stance.

Next, to justify their continued support of Trump in light of the many sexual misconduct allegations against him, participants engage in a variety of neutralization strategies. These efforts serve to downplay the seriousness of the multiple accusations against Trump, which, in turn, allow them to more seamlessly connect their conservative identity with their ongoing support of Trump, whom some Christian leaders increasingly view as “morally lost and confused” (Bailey 2019). Interviewees neutralize Trump by believing he is more of a political and economic leader than a moral one. They also cite his upbringing, gender, and wealth as excuses for his behavior. When asked about sexual misconduct allegations, students question women’s stories and emphasize the importance of due process. Some respondents go as far as minimizing Trump’s sexism by explaining how he has benefitted women. All of these tactics allow participants to downplay and even disregard the seriousness of Trump’s alleged sexual misconduct and rationalize their continued support of him. This finding expands Silva’s (2019) work on the neutralization of Trump’s racist rhetoric by focusing on Trump supporters’ perceptions of his sexism and acknowledging how the alienation they experience in the aftermath of support strengthens their ties to Trump and conservatism. My findings also extend Schneider and Hannem’s (2019) content analysis of the media’s coverage of Trump’s sexual misconduct. Conservative college students—like the media—downplay the
impact of sexual misconduct by pointing to other facets of the accused or political figures they perceive as worse than Trump and by dismissing such allegations as false (Schneider and Hannem 2019). In addition, this finding supports past studies on the denial and justification of racism, as well as studies on the support of Trump (van Dijk 1992; van Leeuwen and Wodak 1999; Jaffe 2018; Setzler and Yanus 2018; Erichsen et al. 2020; Vescio and Schermerhorn 2020).

Unlike past scholarship, this study views a sense of alienation as both a consequence and catalyst of support. As a result of their continued support of Trump, participants perceive a tremendous sense of alienation and vilification when they hear critical stories about Trump in the national news and on social media, but also when they attempt to engage with other students and faculty on their university campus. They explain how, as a result of their feelings of alienation in their university setting, they attempt to filter their speech on campus to avoid conflict and judgment. Additionally, students double down in their belief in Trump when faced with the controversies surrounding him. Interestingly, these perceptions appear to have some overlap with feelings of white victimization and white fragility, patterns that future researchers would be well served to explore in greater detail (DiAngelo 2011; Cabrera 2014).

My study has a couple of limitations worth noting. First, the sample size is quite small and focuses solely on students at one university in the South. Secondly, I foreground conservative students’ responses to Trump’s sexual misconduct allegations, not his racist comments, such as calling immigrants “animals” and actions, for instance, his Muslim travel ban and push to build a wall (Hayes 2018; Long 2019). Finally, my data were collected before both of the impeachment hearings, data points that would have enhanced my overall study. Still, my paper has some notable strengths. First, I explore the perceptions and experiences of conservative students, a group that sociology as a discipline has traditionally overlooked, and link four dimensions of conservative positionality to people’s support of Trump. Secondly, by applying neutralization theory to university students who support Trump, I uncover important processes that help explain why some conservative individuals continue to support Trump, even in the face of accusations of misconduct. Although my work is a case study focusing on one university, the findings help explain larger national patterns by exploring the processes involved in citizens rationalizing repeated harmful actions taken by politicians. Popular press articles suggest that similar dynamics occur in contexts outside of the academic setting, including at the recent impeachment hearings (Fandos and Edmondson 2020).

With the current political unrest and continuation of support for Trump, it is essential to understand how some voters, notably those who are white and conservative, use neutralizing strategies to justify their continued support of a controversial and, to many, highly problematic political leader. Understanding these processes more fully may also provide important insights into the ways that citizens in democracies rationalize the sexism [racism, homophobia, ethnocentrism] of their leaders through their adherence to conservative values, even in the face of widespread disapproval (Hewitt 2019; Rubin 2020).
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APPENDICES

I. Interview Schedule

Background Questions
1. Can you tell me about the kind of political views of your family during childhood? If any.
2. Do your parents support President Trump? Grandparents? Others in your family?
   • How has this impacted your views?
3. Would you say you had a politically diverse upbringing?
   • Why?
   • What impact did this have on your views?
4. Tell me about a time when political issues were discussed in your childhood home?
5. Were politics important in your home, or were they a point of contingency?
6. How would you describe the political makeup of your high school?
7. Did you have open political discussions in high school?
8. Tell me about what it was like to have political discussions at your high school?
   • Did they lean a certain way, or were they unbiased?
9. How do you think your upbringing impacted the views you hold today?

Questions about Personal Views
10. Why do you support President Trump?
11. What are some specific examples of President Trump’s leadership that have led you to support him?
12. How does President Trump reflect your views?
13. What are some of President Trump’s specific policies that you support?
14. As you may know, a recording from 2005 shows President Trump saying, “Grab them by the p**sy.” This comment has received a lot of negative attention from the media and from those who do not support him. What are your thoughts on President Trump’s statement, “Grab them by the p**sy”?
   • Did this recording cause you to doubt or confirm your support at all? If so, how?
   • Do you think the media covered this event accurately?
   • How do you think this comment was perceived by women who have experienced sexual assault?
   • How did you perceive this incident as a woman?
   • Did you find it offensive? Why, or why not?

15. In general, do you think the media portrays President Trump accurately?

16. What do you think of President Trump’s presidency thus far?
   • Would you say he is doing as expected, better, or worse?

17. Have you ever doubted your support for President Trump? If so, when and why?

18. As you may know, around 15 women have recently come forward accusing President Trump of sexual harassment and misconduct. Such as Samantha Holvey, the former Miss North Carolina, who claims President Trump inspected beauty pageant contestants. Jessica Leeds has also accused President Trump of grabbing her chest and attempting to put his hand up her skirt during a flight. What are your thoughts regarding these accusations?
   • How do you feel about the women who have accused President Trump of sexual misconduct?
   • Why do you think women have come forward?
   • Have these accusations made you doubt your support at all? If so, how?

19. As you may know, President Trump’s former personal lawyer, Michael Cohen, recently testified before the House Oversight Committee. Cohen testified that President Trump instructed him to make payments to two women who claim to have had sexual affairs with President Trump to buy their silence. This would constitute an illegal campaign contribution. What are your thoughts on Cohen’s testimony?
   • Has Cohen’s testimony impacted your views on President Trump? How?
   • What are your thoughts on the women who claim to have had sexual affairs with President Trump?

20. How has the negative attention President Trump has received impacted your views, if at all?

21. Does President Trump uphold your values and morals? How?

22. What are some specific examples of things President Trump has done to earn your support?

23. Do you think Trump represents the United States well? Why?

24. How do you perceive opinions that view President Trump as degrading or sexist?

25. Do you think Trump respects women? Why, or why not?
   • If so, in what ways has President Trump shown respect for women?

26. Do you think your support for President Trump has impacted relationships in your life? How?

27. How could President Trump lose your support?

28. Would you say policies are more important than individual character when it comes to deciding whom to vote for?

Questions about the University

29. Given that [university name] has a reputation for being liberal, do you seek out other students on campus who also support President Trump?

30. How has college swayed or confirmed your support for President Trump, if at all?

31. Do you feel comfortable expressing your political views on campus? Why, or why not?

32. Tell me about a specific time when you felt comfortable expressing your views on campus.

33. Tell me about a specific time when you felt uncomfortable expressing your views on campus.

34. Tell me about a time you had discussions regarding President Trump with other [university name] students? Explain.

35. Has President Trump been discussed in your classes?
   • Can you tell me about a specific example?
   • What do you do when this happens? Do you voice or hide your opinions?
   • How have these discussions made you feel?

36. Have you ever felt attacked in the classroom for your support of President Trump?

37. Has a professor ever talked with you about your support for President Trump?
   • How did this make you feel?
38. Do you think the [university name] student body is majority anti-Trump or pro-Trump? Why?
39. Have you ever been shamed for your views on campus? Can you provide an example?
40. What changes, if any, would you want to see at [university name] regarding the political climate?

Questions about Future
41. How do you think President Trump will change the future of politics for the better? For the worse?
42. What do you hope to see in the future for politics?
43. What do you hope to see in the future for women’s rights?
44. How do you think President Trump can impact women’s rights?

Demographic Questions
45. How old are you?
46. What race do you identify as?
47. What ethnicity do you identify as?
48. What extracurricular activities are you involved in?
49. What is your hometown?
50. What is your major?
51. What social class do you belong to?
52. What political party do you belong to, if any?

II. Table 1. Interviewees’ Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Political Identity</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Interview Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anne</td>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1 hour, 23 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall</td>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>White/Hispanic</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>42 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bambi</td>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1 hour, 2 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah</td>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>White/Hispanic</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>50 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annabelle</td>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1 hour, 6 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 hour, 24 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>41 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 hour, 8 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>46 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartholomew</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 hour, 50 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Self-elaboration.
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